Greetings to all,

Tamil is an ancient Language, which is also an official Language in multiple countries including India, Srilanka, Singapore. It plays a significant role in Education in Malaysia, Mauritius, Reunion and Seychelles.

During the modern days, particularly after the eve of the 21st century, thanks to the persistent hard work of many freelance researchers, interesting facts about the history of Tamil and Tamil culture is accumulating at a greater pace, expanding the knowledge base towards unprecedented horizons. This newsletter will update the reader about the Scientific Timeline of the Tamils.

About Us:

Manavai Mustafa Scientific Tamil Foundation Trust, is a registered organization (1188 of 2012) strongly committed to the cause of Scientific Tamil Development.

Currently, it is managed by Dr.Semmal, Psychophysiology Research Scholar from Chennai.

The trust is fueled by a corpus fund donated by Manavai Mustafa and is fine-tuned by the board of directors spread across the globe.

This newsletter started at 15th June 2014 will be expanded into an Indexed Journal by 2018 with a dedicated ISSN number and will be publishing peer reviewed articles in English.
Philocine—Greek Literature
Comparing the thought process of Ancient Greeks and the Tamils

Philocine Protocol to the Iliad by Homer

The classic translation by Samuel Butler was taken for analysis using the Philocine protocol. The Iliad was written 800 years before the days of Thirukkural. The book—One, starts with a mention of the Achilles, explaining the Psychological state of the warrior, which is "Anger"; We need to note the fact that Achilles is neither God nor a King but a Warrior. This describes the unique importance given by the ancient Roman society for “warriors”; there is a description that the dead and injured were consumed by 2 species of animals - Vultures and dogs. View this fact considering the fact that Dogs were the descendents of wild wolves as explained by the Domestication of the wild cats principle.

The sentence, "Which of the gods.....set them to quarrel?", describes that the ancient Greeks accepted the concept that the community of gods are capable of playing a role in catering quarrel among the human society as accepted by Asians cultures as well.

Then there was reference about a sad event, the daughter of a priest (Chryses) being forcibly taken by an invading army of men to their ship with an evil intention of abducting her away, then the father of the girl runs towards the ship and cries to the warriors on board, and pleads to them and offers ransom money to free his own daughter from them - we need to analyze this sort of behavior among other ancient cultures of the world - for warriors to abduct young women by force and then the relatives paying ransom to relieve them. Interestingly it was also depicted that the priest was holding the Gods image in his hands and was offering to pray for the warriors to gain victory and safety bargaining to release his daughter, again a sort of embarrassing state of affairs.

Scholars can contemplate on the following question.

Is there any Ancient Tamil Literature which starts in this style by projecting a Warriors name?
The culture of abducting women by warriors?
The behavior of paying ransom to free the innocent captives?
Scientific Timeline of Tamils in the Internet

The Philocine Page in the Facebook – An Open Community which conducts an unbiased Linguistic Medical research on Ancient Literary works written in Tamil, Sanskrit, Latin, Mandarin, Hebrew and Greek.
Internet when released for the first time to the commons unleashed hitherto unknown freedom. A cross section of Tamil psyche will probably reflect the wisdom of the past, heavy social conditioning reflecting in their tribal attitudes (vis-à-vis Jati), post colonial divisive thoughts on Aryan-Dravidian outlook leading to new nazicism and amazing creativity of modern era.

MinTamil - Google group tries to dissect out this unique ancient Tamil psyche, enable the new age Tamils to see it and ultimately liberate them from social conditioning and enable them to enjoy Tamil Heritage without bias. MinTamil is the official organ of Tamil Heritage Foundation (www.tamilheritage.org) an initiative to e-preserve Tamil heritage in multi-media cyberspace. The recent postings in MinTamil discuss on the possibility of Sumerian Tamil roots, Tamil Jainism, Sangam Literature, modern poetry etc. To surf on this ‘mostly Tamil’ wave, click: http://groups.google.com/group/minTamil

By—Professor Narayanan Kannan
In the future, media will be streamlined — not by the politicians — not by the cinema heroes but by the academicians who live with a passion....

What will happen when the usual satellite channels decide to dance to the tune of Politicians and those who sell soap, comb, and mirror?

the common man will create his own standard channel — Let the channels that don’t change better go to hell.....

Dr. Semmal Explains about the Scientific insights embedded in Periya Puraanam unearthing the scientific Acumen of the Tamils of the 12th Century AD.
This video was released by Gan Prod Plus (France) (2014)
Link to view the video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88LvcQdr6oI

Video about the GangaiKondaCholapuram Temple
This video was released by Tamil Heritage Foundation (2014)
Link to view the video - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lA-Gs86bh4c
Decoding the Thirukkural Segments

Decoding the Thirukkural - Critical analysis of the segments

Thirukkural - the Greatest and the most Intelligent script of the Dravidians, is used for the first time in the history of Tamil Literature as a medium to impart medical education at a greater quality that traverses to the frontiers of modern neurobiology.

The core of this science fiction series goes like this, “a team of Alien species from a distant planet visits earth on a mission to explore the fascinating truths about the human brain as commanded by the elders of their planet to decipher Human Neurobiology based on insights from ancient scripts penned in the greatest languages of the ancient World, including the script of Thirukkural retrieved from planet earth during a previous mission, accomplished some 20 centuries before this date.

To their greatest surprise they could see that, the Thirukkural and other great literary works of the past were still widely regarded exclusively as Literature books alone. Disheartened by this narrow outlook of the society towards the Ancient writings, they then decide to embark on an unprecedented journey to construct a series of secret laboratories at the riverbeds that survived the ancient civilizations across the world and they then conduct the worlds first and most comprehensive integrative research unearthing the ancient wisdom embedded in ancient Literary works in various classical languages, the conglomeration of the research work blossoms at the end of the module and the outlook of the next generation towards the ancient literature changes from thereon for ever…….

The discussions amongst the young medical students (Malar,Ezhil,Ariyaal), Tamil Language Scholar, Psychoendoimmunoneurology Research Scholar and the Aliens will extend into multiple segments and will reflect a thought process never seen before in Tamil Literature.

"Who are you all" Malar shouted with fear admixed with excitement. “We are from a distant Galaxy on a mission to your home - Planet Earth, we are your friends and we are only trying to help your species” answered an Alien.

Explanation for the above statement: The usual thought process is that, the Aliens would arrive to earth only to harm the human species, but this story is based on the ideology that help and enlightening arrives to humanity via the aliens.

“What brings you all the way from there to this river bed in Tamilnadu?”

Explanation for the above statement: The storyline brings an Alien involving incident to the backyard of a riverbed in Tamilnadu, an unprecedented storyline.

“We have been following your activities for the past 94 days, every second of your life is monitored by us, young lady. We have the complete data about each and every one of you” replied the Alien.

Explanation for the above statement: This segments leaves us at the doorstep of a question. If the aliens really start to track us - it will be overwhelmingly embarrassing and would be compromising over the human values. Are we ready for the encounter?

“we are friends of Earth and we do not want Earth to be destroyed “from within” replied an Alien”

Explanation for the above statement: Humans always expect danger and termination threats to their species from the space in actuality the process has started well within their own backyard, but they perceive it not.

“We don’t follow your concept of Male and Female - We are Machines made as a replica of a supercomputer stationed at our planet. We don’t have names like you. We have only numbers “replied the Alien.

Explanation for the above statement: Machines have numbers, Humans have names - How to identify a species which evolved as machines from a human alike form.
Ancient Indian Food Habits—by Kovai Selvan (USA)

Ancestral foods - A strange phenomenon has occurred in the last few decades. Our grandparents never knew anything like skim milk, egg whites, double-refined oil, breakfast cereals and treadmills. They ate wholesome foods like whole eggs, fattest cuts of meats, drunk whole milk, cooked with ghee and yet stayed more healthier than the current generation. If skim milk is the only way to stay healthy, then how did people who lived before 20th century stay healthy? If whole eggs and meat would kill us how come Eskimos and other hunter gatherer tribes who eat copious amounts of meat aren't dropping dead every day? A diet based on forbidden foods like grass fed meat, whole milk and eggs would be the only way for us to get rid of lifestyle diseases like diabetes, hypertension and so on.

Sayings of the Tamils from the Diaspora

During the last part of the past millennium, Tamil literature saw an incredible growth in output. Nonetheless, the Tamilians fell short in producing scientific articles, and underperformed in the field of scientific inventions.

Especially when we compare ourselves with Western and developed countries of the world, our performance was not up to par. We still ended up admiring our ancient findings and resting on our laurels. Even under British Raj, India witnessed great minds like Sir. C. V. Raman and Rabindranath Tagore who won the Nobel prize at the international level. But what happened to our talents after India’s independence?

We hardly see any Indians or Tamilians perform at this level in the field of science and technology. I consider this a very shameful situation.

- S. Jeyabharathan, Atomic Scientist and Engineer, Canada.

(On his "Inthia Vingana Maethaigal" Books Prologue)
• Discussion about the Monolithic Church in Ethiopia was initiated by Sir. N.D.Logasundaram (Mylapore).
• Sir.Jeyabarathan (USA) posted a topic related to the Mysteries in the refinement of the Universe and the origin of microorganisms.
• Sir Kovai Selvan (USA) posted a topic explaining the health benefits of the concept of Sun Bath.
• Sir.K.Loganathan mentioned in a post the importance of comparing the Sumerian syllabic glyphs and Tamil Brahmi script.
• Sir.Mohanarangan V Sripangam (Trichy) posted a thought process intersecting the concepts projected by Aristotle and Ayn Rand.
• Sir Jean-Luc Chevillard (ID) shared a fact that "the methods employed by the authors of articles published in prestigious international science journals are not supported by a more rigorous linguisiticanalysis.

• Sir.Kovai Selvan made a post informing the attainment of 1000 Megawatts in the Kudankulam Nuclear power plant, a great relief for the power starving nation.
• Sir.Thenkasi Subramanian posted a question asking for scientific proof for the kalappirar Timeline taken for granted to be between 250 – 550 AD. Scientifically valid proof is requested by him, a good question.
The Great Indian Elders

On 15th June 2014, as a part of the 79th Birthday Celebrations of Thiru. Manavai Mustafa, Father of Scientific Tamil; the Scientific Tamil Foundation unveils a new path breaking E—Learning Module in the History of Tamil Diaspora “The Great Indian Elders” Video Archive.

The Ariviyal Tamil Mandram You Tube Channel is the Worlds First Scientific Tamil Channel; It is constructed and maintained by the Scientific Tamil Foundation using this portal the Scientific Tamil Foundation is in the process of creating in Tamil— the Worlds Largest Digital Library in the World to cater for Scientific Tamil Development, under the www.tamilarchives.org domain. As on date, the archive holds 338 videos which have earned 64,489 views and has got 421 subscribers.

Introducing one new section in the Tamil Archives Domain —
The Great Indian Elders, a collection of Archive of the life of Indian Elders.

Dear All,
If anyone of your elderly relatives Live in Chennai, Please do send a message to us
We would Archive them for the project using the carefully designed protocol. Priority is based on Age only.
Dr.Semmal 9381045344
Creative Head of the Project